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If u : (I,..., n) -+ [I)..., n) is a permutation, then we can represent (I as a 
permutation matrix ii = (6i,Vo~). Then cr 0 u’ = ab. 
If now T is a group and u is a permutational representation of T, o naturally 
gives an integral representation 0, where (6)(t) = o(t) for t E T. One is then 
faced with the question: Are there essentially different permutational repre- 
sentations o, G’ of T such that CT is unimodularly equivalent to T? This 
question motivates the paper. 
To each transitive constituent ir of u there is associated a subgroup T, of T 
(determined to within conjugacy in T) which is the stabiliser of one symbol 
under W. It is shown that the set of transitive ‘ii for which 1:, is a cyclic 
extension of a p-subgroup of T forms a basis for all permutational represen- 
tations under unimodular equivalence. The precise formulation of this is 
contained in (6.4) and (6.5). 
However permutational representations arc only a subcase of monomial 
representations in general. Here the same result applies, the same set of 
subgroups being involved. 
Throughout this paper all modules considered wiI1 be finitely generated. 
1. Moivoim~ ALGEBRAS 
Let R be a co~utativc ring with an identity 1 and let T be a finite group. 
A monomial representation h of degree q is a group homomorphism 
X : T -+ M,(R), t + h(t), where h(t)(t E R) is an invertible q x q matrix with 
coefficients CR and with exactly one nonzero entry in each row and column. 
As with its associated permutational representation, h can be decomposed 
as a direct sum of its transitive components. Following the method used in 
the proof of (8.3) in [q, we see that each transitive monomial representation 
is R-similar to one induced from a linear (1 x 1) representation of a subgroup 
S of T. S is the stabiliser of a symbol in the associated permutational 
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representation of T. We will be concerned with isomorphism classes of 
finite direct sums of left RT-modules, each of which is induced from a 
linear RS-module (isomorphic to HR, as an R-module) for some subgroup 
S of T. 
Let .A!(RT) denote the category of finitely generated left RT-modules. 
Let G, denote the group of units in R and let G be a subgroup of G,, . Let 
~4’1 = dl(RT, G) denote the class of linear RT-modules, where the 
elements t E T operate by means of multiplication by elements of R lying in G. 
Put L = US<= .A?(RS) and Ll = usGT.Al(RS, G). If M in L actually lies 
in d(RS), write TM = S, as in [2]. 
If M E JI(RS) and t E T, write tS -= tSt-l and tAf for the R(tS)-module 
t @ M. For M, lW1 EL, write IM N 194~ if there is a t in T such that 
TM = “YtW1 and iM w “&I’~ as R’f,-modules. Then N is an equivalence 
relation on L and on L, . Put (iM)for the equivalence class of M E L,E = L/w 
and I’Jl = Ll/-; then LI CL. Let b = b(RT) and bl 7: bl(RT, G) denote 
the free abclian groups on E and El respectively; we consider bl to be 
contained in b. 
Given A!!, J!lr EA’(RT), define M @;R &II E.AY(RT) by setting 
t(m @ m,) = tm @J tm, , 
for t E T, m E M and m, E iv1 . If M’, MEL, define M’ @ M to be the 
natural R( T,, n T,)-module. This enables an associative multiplication 
(Mackcy ring) to be defined by the formula 
(M’) . (M) = 1 (M’ 0 %I>, (1.1) 
D 
where the sum is over double coscts of the form D = TM,tTIM . (This 
multiplication corresponds to the Mackcy formula for the tensor product 
of induced representations as in (44.3) of [3].) When G is the trivial subgroup 
(1) of G,, , bl(RT, G) coincides with the Burnside ring bl(RT), discussed 
in [2]. In the general case we have b’ < bl < b. bl = bl(RT, G) is called the 
monomial ring. 
Let C be a set of subgroups of T. If S < T, write S <r U if 3 t E T and 
S’ E U with tS’ < 5”. Write “b for the subgroup of b spanned by those (M) 
with TM <= U. Then “b is an ideal of b and depends on the conjugacy classes 
of subgroups in U. Define .bl = “b n bl and then this is an ideal of 61. 
If U = {S}, write sb for &, etc., and define ,b’ = u*b, sbl’ = v,bl, where 
U’ = {S’ 1 S’ < S}. 
More structure can be given to bl and b provided the base ring of these 
Z-algebras is enlarged so that certain idempotents can be written down. 
Let F be a subring of the complex numbers C which contains I/n, where 
n = 1 T ‘. For every abelian group w that has been constructed, we define 
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an F-space W == F &. w. Thus we have B = B(RT), Bl, “Bl, etc., and 
these are F-algebras. 
Use ‘0 and ‘C to denote sums over nonconjugate subgroups of T. As in 
[2], the monomial algebra Bl is the direct sum of ideals ,Bl” = sB1”(RT, G): 
and the idcmpotents lie in the Burnsidc algebra B’ = Bl(RT, (1)). Further- 
more we have the following F-algebra homomorphisms, where Q is the 
normaliser N(S) of S in T: 
sBl”(RT, G) w sB1(RT, G)/sB1’(RT, G) 
w sBl(RQ, G)lsB1’(RQ, G) w sBl”(RQ, G) (1.3) 
a sBl”(RS, G) c=a sBl(RS, G)/sBl’(RS, G). 
(1.4) Suppose MEA&‘I(RT, G) ff d a or s a linear representation CL. As p is 
linear it is really a representation of T/[T, T]. Suppose the exponent of 
T/[T, I’] is a. Then, if t E T, we have (p(t))O = 1 and so (M)a = (IT). 
Let G, be the subgroup of G consisting of those elements of order dividing 
a and let b be the exponent of G, . Then (M)” = (IT). 
(1.5) Put Y = Y(T) : {(AI>1 ME.A~‘I(RT, G)}. Then Y is closed 
under multiplication and so is a group of exponent b. Also the F-subspace 
B(T) of Bl spanned by Y is a subalgebra and is the group algebra FY. 
B(T) = BI(RT, 1’) lies in the algebra B(RT, T) defined in [2]. Kate that 
TBl = Bl and so we have an epimorphism 
Bl + ,Bl/,BI’ e .Bl”. 
This last induces an isomorphism 
B(T) = TBl “(RT, G). (1.6) 
(1.7) It should finally be noted that, as far as Bl is concerned, R is not 
itself relevant and what really determines Bl is the group T and the group G 
of units of R used to form the linear RS-modules for the subgroups S < T. 
This also applies to the ideals sB1”, etc. 
2. THE SEMISIMPLICITY OF MOSOMIAL ALGEBRAS 
If D is a commutative F-algebra, WC say D is F-semisimple if for each d f 0 
in D, there is an F-algebra homomorphism 95 : D -+ F such that 4(d) # 0. 
Then, if D’ is an F-subalgebra of D, it is also F-semisimplc. 
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(2.1) We look at the F-semisimplicity of Bl. From (1.2), (1.3) and (1.6), 
it is sufficient to show that B( 7’) isF-semisimple for each T. Here B(T) = FY, 
where Y is an abelian group of exponent b dividing n = / T i. Hence Y 
is the restricted direct product Y -7 nY, of cyclic subgroups Y, of order 
dividing b. 
(2.2) If JV is the direct product of the groups JJ’, , JV, , then we have an 
F-algebra isomorphism FW m FW, OF FW, given by (wr , wa) of q @ w, . 
Thus by induction F(W, x *em x TV,) w FW, @ *.a @FW, . 
(2.3) If F contains a primitive bth root of 1 in C and Y, is a cyclic group 
of order m dividing b, then FY, is F-algebra isomorphic to the ring direct 
sum (product) of m copies of F. Thus F(Y, x *a* x Y,) is F-algebra iso- 
morphic to the direct sum of m copies of F, where m :- i Y1 x a.. >: Y, (, 
and so is F-semisimple. 
(2.4) If S < T, write qS for the exponent of the group S,/[S, s]. Let q be 
the lowest common multiple of the qS for all S < T. Let G, be the subgroup 
of those elements of G whose order divides q. Let b be the exponent of G, . 
Then we have the following: 
(2.5) T HEOREM. If F contains a primitive bth root of unity in C, then the 
monomial algebra Bl(RT, G) is F-semisimple. 
Proof. From (2.1) it is sufficient to show that FY is F-semisimple, where 
Y = nY, is the restricted direct product of cyclic groups Y, of order 
dividing b. Take d f 0 in FY. Then d = &fi(@,gpi), where fi E F, 
gDi E Y, and for each i there is only a finite number of p’s such that gDi f 1. 
Write Y = U x V, where U =- YD, x *a* x Y, is the product of those Y, 
such that there is an i with gPj f 1 and where V is the product of the 
remaining YD’s. Consider the associated element d’ -= & fi(& g,,$) f 0 
of FU. From (2.3), there is an F-algebra homomorphism # : FU -+‘F such 
that #(d’) f 0. We define anF-algebra homomorphismd, : FY -+ F by setting 
4($&g,) = $(@ti g,j). Then clearly 4(d) = gL(d’) f 0. Thus FY is F- 
semisimple. 
(2.6) COROLLARY. Iffurther G, ti$nite, Bl(RT, G) isF-algebra isomorphic 
to a finite direct sum of copies of F. 
Proof. G, being finite implies that Y is finite and so (2.3) is directly 
applicable. 
(2.7) COROLLARY. The Burnside algebra B1 = Bl(RT, (1)) isF-semisimple. 
This last has already been seen in [6] and [Z]. 
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(2.8) COROLLARY. The conclusion of Corollary (2.6) is true ;f R is an 
integral domain. 
Proof. As R is an integral domain, we have that ) G,, 1 = Q. 
(2.9) COROLLARY. If F contains a primitive dth root of unity, where d is the 
exponent of T, then Bl(RT, G) is F-semisimple. 
(2.10) If F is a field and D is a commutative F-semisimple F-algebra of 
finite dimension over F, then D is the direct sum of copies of F. Any quotient 
of D then has the same form and so is F-semisimple. 
3. THE CASE OF R AN INTEGRAL DOMAIN 
(3.1) Of particular interest is the case when R is an integral domain with 
quotient field K of characteristic 0 or prime to ?t = 1 T 1. Let 0 be a fixed 
monomorphism of the group of nth roots of unity of K into C. The sets Y(S), 
defined in (1.5) for various subgroups S < T, are all finite. 
(3.2) Suppose ME&YI(RS, G) affords an S-representation p. Then the 
map p w 8 o p gives a monomorphism of B(S) into B(CS). For x E S, 
define x&(M)) = I@(X)), and then the xsz separate the elements of R(S). 
Actually, as each M is effectively a R(S/[S, S])-module, the x can be 
considered to lie in S/[S, S]. 
The xss can now be definedo; Bl(RT, G) by using the successio:-yf 
homomorphisms: Bl(RT, G) ---+ ,Bl”(RT, G) A sBl”(RQ, G) - 
&Bl “(RS, G) A B(S), where Q = IV(S). The elements of Q act on 
S/[S, S] by conjugation and it is only necessary to choose one element x out 
of each orbit under Q. We now derive a more explicit expression (3.6) for 
xsx * 
Suppose S’ < T and ME Ml(RS’, G) affords an S’-representation CL. 
Write 
m.w : number of cosets StS’ with S < tS’. (3.3) 
Thus mss = 1 Q : S I( = ys in the notation of [Z]). The idempotent generator 
us of ,Bl” is ( l/mss)( Is) modulo sB1’, as is seen in [2]. Thus the projection 
of (M) on sB1” is given by (l/m&( l,)(M) modulo sB1’. Now 
<lsWf> = C <Is 0 tM), 
Sts’ 
= & <W%,~s+ (3.4) 
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We get a nonzero contribution to this last sum modulo ,Bl’ whenever 
S < “S’ and we have mssr effective summands modulo sB1’. In particular 
(ls)(ls~) = m,,,(l,) modulo sB1’. (3.5) 
The image of (l,)(M) in sBl”(RQ, G) is given by the same expression 
(3.4) summed over the cosets StS’ with S < tS’ and is modulo sB1’(RQ, G). 
If S < tS’, the element ((tM)s) of ,Bl”(RQ, G) maps into sB1”(RS, G) by 
“restriction” to S, i.e. 
(VW,> - <A:> t- ... i- (RT,,,h 
where Ni = zq(tM),) and x,S are the cosets of S in Q. Thus 
mss 
Putting the above calculations together, we find that 
By grouping together those cosets StS’ C QtS’, we see that this last expression 
may be written as &ts, O((tp)(x)), i.e. 
XS~(<W) = s; wt-14)> (3.6) 
where S’ := TM and the last sum is over those cosets StS’ with S .< tS’. 
From (3.5) we have that 
us * (1 s,) = rnssrus . (3.7) 
The idempotents us, can calculated by induction on 1 S’ 1 by 
us, -= ( l/msts,) . (1 s,) - ‘C (lit,&m,,,,) . us . (3.8) 
S<S’ 
Thus the numbers mss’ completely determine the Burnside algebra B1 and 
the idempotents us, . 
4. REPRESENTATION ALGEBRAS 
For ME d(RT), let {M} d enote its isomorphism class. Put 
X = {{M} 1 ME.A’(RT)}. 
Let h denote the free abelian group on X. h is made into a ring by defining 
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{M> * {M’} = {M OR iv’}. Let K denote the subgroup of h spanned by 
elements of the form 
{M @ 114’) - {M} - (M’). (4.1) 
Then K is an ideal of h. The quotient a(RT) = h/k is called the representation 
ring. 
(4.2) There is a natural ring homomorphism $ : b(RT) + a(RT) given 
by (M) r* {N’), w h cre MT denotes the induced module RT gRTM M. 
r,a, +z, al, ul, etc., denote the images in a of the corresponding objects in 6 
under #. As in Section 1, form .A =- F @ “u, etc. Write #for F @ z,b : B -+ A. 
Then uA = #(“B), etc. 
(4.3) The map b -+ B, (-44) + (M) is an embedding. In general this is 
not the case for a -+ A, {M) it {M), except when the Krull-Schmidt 
theorem holds in d(RT) (e.g. if R . 1s a complete local xoetherian ring.). 
In this case the indecomposable module classes {M} provide a free basis for 
CI (and also for A). 
(4.4) Suppose R is a Priifer ring and so an integral domain. Then any 
module M has a torsion submodule tM and M/tM is torsion-free as an R- 
module. The restrictions of the canonical homomorphisms associated to the 
direct sum Ml 0 Ma give the direct sum t(M, 0 M2) = tMl @ t:M, . 
Thus 
(Ml 0 MJ/t(fM, @ M,) m (M&Ml) @ (M&W,). (4.5) 
Write Xtr = {(M} E X 1 M is R-torsion-free}. As R is a Priifer ring, X”f is 
multiplicatively closed. Hence Xtr generates a subring /zt* of h. From (4.5) 
K n Jztf is precisely generated by elements of the form (4.1) formed from 
torsion-free modules. Hence n contains a subring utr w htr/h n I@, formed 
from torsion-fret R-modules. Similarly Atf is defined as F @ utr and 
UAtf =. ,A n Aft, etc. ?\lotc that our subrings al(RT, G) and Al(RT, G) 
lie in df(RT) and Atf(R2’) respectively. Keiner [.5] is concerned with such 
“torsion-free” representation rings when R is further particularised to be a 
Dedekind domain. 
(4.6) Suppose 4 : R + RI is a ring homomorphism between commutative 
rings R and R, such that (b(l) =: 1. This gives a functor 
where R, is an R-module by means of 4. Then + inducts ring homomorphisms 
4 : b(RT) --+ b(R,T), AI(RT, G) -+ AI(R,T, G,), etc., where Gr is the group 
of units considered in RI and #J(G) < Gr .# sends identity elements of rings 
to identities and hence carries over ring direct sum decompositions. 
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(4.7) Let R be the ring of integers in an algebraic number field K, Pa prime 
ideal in R, p the unique rational prime in P, Rp the localisation of R at P, 
Rp* the P-adic completion of R, and let R' = uPsn Rp , where n = 1 T /. 
It is shown in [.5] that there is an exact sequence of abelian groups 
0 -a J-F df(RT)% a"(R'T)--+ 0, (4.8) 
where p is defined by means of the natural ring homomorphism p : R -+ R'. 
The kernel J of p is a torsion group, while df(RT) and atf(R'T) arc free 
abelian groups. Thus if we take the tensor product of (4.8) with F3 Q 
(rational numbers), we have that 
is an isomorphism. 
CL : Atf(RT) - Atf(R'T) (4.9) 
We have ring homomorphisms rp : R' + Rpx which induce ring 
homomorphisms rp : a(R'T) -+ a(Rp*T). Then 7 =. nIPan 7p : df(R'T) -+ 
n P37Z atf(R,*T) is a ring monomorphism, as in [5]. Again these are free 
abelian groups and so 
r:Atf(R'T)- lj S’(Rp*T) 
PS?l 
(4.10) 
is a P-algebra monomorphism. Thus the composite 7 0 p enables us to 
separate the elements of Atf(RT) by means of the techniques of [I], applied 
to the algebras Atf(Rp*T). 
5. THE CASE OF A COMPLETE LOCAL XOETHERIAX RING 
We suppose in this section that R is a complete local Noetherian ring with 
maximal ideal P. As stated in [2], the techniques of [I] carry over to the 
consideration of all modules in &(RT). Thus we have techniques available 
to separate the elements of A(RT). 
Let p be the characteristic of the residue field R r= R/P. Let V be a 
complete set of non-conjugate subgroups of T which are cyclic extensions 
of p-subgroups of T. (The discussion can be slightly modified to include 
the case of p --; 0, with 17 being the nonconjugate cyclic subgroups of T and 
all vertices reducing to the trivial subgroup (1) of T.) 





This follows from the decomposition of the Bumside algebra A1 as noted in 
the proof of (5.5) in [2] and so we have the corresponding result for the 
monomial algebra: 
Al(RT, G) = ‘0 Jl”(RT, G), (5.2) 
SEV 
where &ll” is the image in A of $l”, etc. From (3.4) of [2], we have the 
P-algebra homomorphisms: 
sA”(RT) m sA”(RQ) s sA”(RS) c-a A(RS, S), 
where Q = N(S). A(RS, S) is th e image under 1/ of B(RS, S). These induce 
corresponding homomorphisms for Al and so a study of sAl “(RT) is reduced 
to studying the algebras Al(RS, S) = A(S), the image under # of the B(S) 
defined in Section 1. A(S) is the subalgebra of A(RS) spanned by the elements 
Y(S), defined in (1.5). 
However elements of Y can be considered to come from modules over 
R(S/[S, S]). Also, as the Krull-Schmidt theorem holds, we have a natural 
embedding of A(R(S/[S, S])) in A(RS) and consequently of A(S/[S, SJ) in 
A(S). Hence we can assume that S is abelian. 
(5.3) Suppose then that T =- C x P with C a p’-cyclic group and P an 
abelian p-group. Then the source of any ME .hfl(RT, G) is simply its 
restriction L = Mp to P. L is stable in T and so LT decomposes into c direct 
summands of R-rank 1, where c == 1 C /. These can separated by the modular 
characters relative toL, as shown in [I]. Suppose Maffords an S-representation 
p. Take a fixed isomorphism 0 from the group of cth roots of unity in R to C. 
Then, if x E C, 
where p(x) denotes the image of the element p(x) of R in R, and X~ is 
defined in [ZJ. Indeed it is clear that the arbitrary rank 1 RT-module may be 
written as the outer tensor product N # L, where N is a rank 1 RC-module 
and L is the RP-module source (of rank 1) and N and L are determined to 
within isomorphism. Further 
(N # L) @ (N’ #L’) m (M @ N’) # (L 8 L’). 
Thus the set of all {N #L) is precisely the group Y of (1.5) as the isomorphism 
classes of the sources L are independent. Moreover we have 
A(T) w B(T) I= BI(RT, T). (5.4) 
(5.5) Returning to the case of general T, we see that AI(RT, G) is P- 
semisimple as in theorem (2.5) and the results (2.6), (2.7) (2.8) and (2.9) 
carry over. 
(5.6) We have the following commutative diagram for SE V, where the 
vertical maps are induced by $J and where Q - M(S): 
,Bl”(RT, G) -% JU”(RQ, G) -‘A B(S) 
1 * 1 I 
iJ 
J I “(RT, G) A si3 1 “(RQ, G) 1-I > A(S). 
This implies that 
sBl”(RT, G) ia AI”(RT, G), (5.7) 
as ZJ is already onto and from the diagram it is l-i. 
(5.8) If M, M’ E.,&‘I(RS, G), they are called conjzqzte if 3 x EQ with 
“M m M’. Let V, be a complete set of nonconjugate elements of .Ml (RS, G). 
Then the images of {&“}(ME gs) in ,Al”(RT, G) provide a basis for 
&l”(RT, G). A basis of Al is then {{MT} j M E Fs, S E V}. 
When further R is an integral domain with field of quotients K of charac- 
teristic prime to n = 1 T i(or 0), we take 0 to be a fixed monomorphism of the 
group of 8th roots of unity of K into C. 0 naturally induces 8. For SE V, 
the characters xss defined on B(S) in (3.2) can be defined on A(S) by means 
of the isomorphism (5.4). Moreover the xsz separate the sources L of elements 
of &?l(RS, G) an d so can replace the xLz considered in (5.3). These xss are 
extended to A 1 as in Section 3 for Bl . 
6. TIIE CASE OF A RING OF ALGEBRAIC INTEGERS 
Let R be the ring of integers in an algebraic number field K, as in (4.7). 
The natural map & : R -* R,* determines a map 4; : Bl(RT, G) --+ 
R1(Rp*T, G) given by (:%I) H (Rp* OR M). However this last is an 
isomorphism as Bl depends primarily on the group G of units under 
consideration as mentioned in (1.7). Thus we get a commutative diagram 
Bl(RT, G) ------+ W’ I-f BI(R,T, G) 
1 $ @P 
Al(RT, G) -=Lr]: A1(RpT, G), 
the products being over those prime ideals P of R which contain n = 1 I’ 1 
and where 7 o ~1 is the monomorphism of Section 4. The only direct summands 
sBl” of Bl which survive under $ are those which survive under the map 
&, o aP for some P. As +P is an isomorphism, from Section 5 we see that S 
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must be a cyclic extension of some p-subgroup of T. Write W for a complete 
set of nonconjugate subgroups of T each of which is a cyclic extension of a 
p-subgroup of T for some prime p dividing n. Then 
Al(RT, G) = ‘0 sAl”(RT, G) M ‘0 oSl”(RT, G), (6.1) 
SEW SEW 
the last isomorphism coming from (5.7). 
(6.2) A basis for ,A 1 “(RT, G) is provided by the images of {MT}(M E %‘,J 
(es is a complete set of nonconjugate elements of &l(RS, G) as in (5.8)). 
A basis for AI(RT, G) is given by 
V={(M=}IMEsf~,SEW}. (6.3) 
A consequence of the fact that %? forms a basis of Al is the following: 
(6.4) PROPOSITION. Suppose we have an RT-isomorphism 
where each {MiT} and {NjT} is an element of V and X is an arbitrary RT-module. 
Then the NjT can be reordered so that MiT m NiT (and m -= n). 
For G = (l), each MT in V has the form (I.# and corresponds to a 
transitive permutational rcprescntation u of T with the stabiliser of one symbol 
being S < T. We can take F .= Q in this case in forming A’(RT) from 
al(RT). Then we have the following: 
(6.5) T HEOREM. Let rr be an arbitrary permutational representation of T 
(on a jinite set of symbols). Then there exist: 
(i) a positive integer m, 
(ii) permutational representations nI , n2 of T, and 
(iii) an RT-module X, such that 
(a) no transitive component of wl is equivalent as a permutational 
representation to any one of 7i2 , 
(b) the stabilisers of symbols for transitive components of rrl and rr2 are 
conjugate to elements of W, and, 
(c) if P, PI , Pz are the RT-modules corresponding to rr, rI , n2 
respectively, there is an RT-isomorphism: 
P @ *** ‘“‘***$JPpoP,@X,-P2@X. 
({P} determines uniquely the element (l/m). ({P2} - {PI}) in AI(R 
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Thus an independent “basis” for permutational representations of a group 
under integral similarity is provided by permutational representations with 
stabitisers in W (to within conjugacy). The number m required in (6.5) is 
related to the order of the abelian group J in (4.8). This in turn involves the 
finiteness of and the order of the projective class group as discussed in [5l. 
(6.6) The P-algebra homomorphisms xSc : Al -+ C, defined as in (5.9) 
for 5’ E W, separate the elements of A 1. 
For the Burnside algebra Al, when G -- (I), it is sufficient to take 
xs = XSl : A’ -+ Q, where ~~(((I~,)rf) = mSSp , as in (3.7). 
In particular, we may take in (6.1) K = Z and so 
AI = ‘0 &!Al”(ZT). 
SbZW 
But any ring R is a Z-algebra and so the natural homomorphism (b : Z -+ R 
makes A(R1’) a Al(ZT)-algebra and 
sA’“(ZT) - A(RT) = #‘(RT). 
Thus we obtain a refinement of (3.4) of [2]: 
(6.7) THEOREM. If R is any ~~mutative ping with 1, thm 
A(RT) = ‘@ sA”(RT). 
SEW 
We summarize the principal result as follows: 
(6.8) THEOREM. Let R be the ring of integers in an algebraic numberfield K. 
Let T be a$nite group of order n. Let G be a subgroup of thegroup of units of R. 
Let W be a complete set of nonconjugate subgroups of T each of which is a cyclic 
extension of a p-subgroup of T for some prime p. Let q be the lowest common 
multiple of the ex~on~ts of the groups S/[S, S] for S E W. Let b be the ord~ of 
the cyclic subgroup G, of G consisting of elements of finite or& dividing q. 
Suppose F is a subring of C which contains Q and a primitive 6th root of unity. 
The monomial algebra is AI(RT, G) --= AI(RT, G,) = ‘@sEw sA1”(RT, G) 
and is I’-semisimple. A basis of ,A1”(RT, G) is provided by the images of 
elements{MT)forMEWS, V, being dejked in (6.2)), and a basis of A 1 (RT, G) 
is %Y, c% being dejked in (6.3). The F-algebra homomorphisms (6.6) separate the 
elements ofR1. 
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